Structured data and complex schemas are becoming the main way to represent the information many Digital Libraries provide, thus impacting the services they offer. When searching information among distributed Digital Libraries with heterogeneous schemas, the structured query with a given schema (the global or target schema) has to be transformed into a query over the schema of the digital library it will be submitted to (the source schema). Schema mappings define the rules for this query transformation. Schema matching is the problem of learning these mappings.
INTRODUCTION
Digital Libraries (DLs) [14] differ in the kind, quantity and quality of information and services they provide, and in what kind of users they are supposed to be addressed to (see, for instance ACM DL 1 , Medline 2 , NCSTRL 3 ). In particular, they may be extremely heterogeneous under two main aspects:
1. the topic of the information they provide. Imagine a widearea library, with up to thousands of collections available where to search for, dealing with, for instance, Physics, Medicine, Computer Science, and so on; and 2. the metadata schema they use to describe the information they provide. Indeed, DLs use different sets of attributes to represent their document content.
As users cannot deal efficiently with the number and the heterogeneity of available DLs, it is becoming increasingly needed that they only deal with a unique system with a unified interface for searching over multiple DLs simultaneously, using one systemwide target metadata schema which is defined independently of the libraries. For instance, let us assume that: In such a context, three major tasks have to be executed in order to answer the user query submitted over the target schema ¡ : (i) the Automatic Resource Selection task (see, e.g. [4, 15] ) in order to select a subset of most promising DLs among all the 2 DLs available, as it is not cost-effective to submit the query to all possible resources; (ii) the Schema Matching task (see, e.g. [28] ) to reformulate the information need into a new query over the query language provided by the selected resource(s) using schema mapping rules; and (iii) the Rank Fusion (see, e.g. [29] ) to merge together the ranked lists obtained by each queried resource.
In this paper we deal with the schema matching problem, i.e. with the problem of automatically learning the schema mapping rules for querying heterogeneous distributed DLs.
Schema Matching is based on mappings that usually are of the form 
and the resource
)
with the metadata source schema
. An example of user query over the target schema may be:
whose intended meaning is to "retrieve all documents written by Moshe Vardi, which talk about logic in computer science". Using the mappings:
the above query will be rewritten as the query over the source schema:
We propose a simple and effective method to automatically learn schema mappings in such a scenario, which is based on the well known CORI resource selection method [7] . Indeed, similarly to the resource selection problem, where we have to automatically identify the most relevant libraries with respect to a given query, in the schema matching problem we have to identify, for each target attribute, the most relevant source attribute with respect to a given structured query. That is, given (i) an attribute-value pair ¢ ! , with ¢ being an attribute of the target schema ¡ , and (ii) a resource
with the source schema B C )
, we want to identify among all the attributes
the most relevant one to map
¢ §
to. While most of the schema matching methods presented in the literature need an a priori schema learning process, thus requiring instances of the target schema, a major feature and, to the best of our knowledge, the novelty of our approach is that the method we propose can directly be applied to queries over the target schema without requiring instances of it. This is often the case when we deal with queries over distributed DLs, as training data is missing.
The structure of the paper is the following: Section 2 presents an overview of the schema matching problem and its main application fields. Section 3 introduces our formal framework for schema matching applied to query transformation. In Section 4 we report the evaluation of the proposed approach on different data sets. Section 5 concludes.
RELATED WORK
Matching is a fundamental task in the manipulation of structured information; it consists in taking two schemas/ontologies, each consisting of a set of entities as input (e.g., tables, XML elements, classes, properties, predicates, metadata) and producing as output a mapping, i.e. a semantic relationships (e.g., equivalence, subsumption) between elements of the two given schemas [8, 10, 23, 27] .
With the proliferation of DLs over the Web, the development of automated tools for schema matching is of particular importance to automatize distributed information retrieval. Indeed, matching has a central role in many well-known application domains, such as Semantic Web, schema integration, Electronic Commerce (ECommerce), Ontology integration, web-oriented data integration, XML mapping, Catalog matching, etc.
Manually performing Schema Matching, as it is usually done when searching the Web, is time-consuming, and expensive. Moreover, the number and the complexity of Web information resources to integrate grows enormously, thus making it difficult to handle the Schema Matching process.
Matching has been addressed by many researchers in two related areas: the matching problem for ontologies and the matching problem for database schemas. Ontology Matching differs from Schema Matching substantially for two reasons ( [25] ): presence of explicit semantics and knowledge models. Indeed, while ontologies are logical systems that themselves incorporate semantics (intuitive or formal), database schemas often do not provide explicit semantics for their data. Furthermore, ontology data models are richer than schema data models. The approaches proposed for Ontology Matching [12, 20, 21, 26] try to exploit knowledge explicitly encoded in the ontologies, while Schema Matching approaches try to guess the meaning encoded in the schemas.
However, even considering these differences, these two areas can be seen as closely related. Indeed, schemas can be considered as, e.g., simple ontologies with restricted relationship types; on the other hand, the techniques applied in schema matching can be applied to ontology matching as well, taking care of the hierarchies.
All the Schema Matching approaches proposed in the literature [3, 9, 18, 22, 24] involve the definition of mappings among schemas and, possibly, of a global integrated schema. Most recent approaches, either implicitly or explicitly, perform schema mapping based on attribute name comparison and/or comparing properties of the underlying data instances using machine learning techniques [1, 11] . In particular, applying machine learning techniques requires instances from both the target schema and the source schema. In these cases both the target schema and the source schema are relational database tables. The attribute matching process is based on some comparison between the values in the source table and the target table. An extensive comparison can be found in [28] .
Typical application for schema matching are Schema Integration, i.e. the problem of constructing a global view, given a set of independently developed schemas [30] , "message translation" for E-Commerce portals, and also the Semantic Web [2, 13] , where matching can be used for mapping messages between autonomous agents.
In this paper we consider another scenario for Schema Matching: given a user query, written with the target schema 
QUERY TRANSFORMATION
In this Section we describe our approach for solving the schema matching problem in order to automatically learn schema mappings and transform queries over heterogeneous DLs. It is based on a reformulation of the CORI resource selection framework [7] . In the following, in order to make the paper self-contained, we first introduce the automatic resource selection task and describe how it is performed using the CORI method; after that we fit the CORI resource selection method into our context.
Automatic Resource Selection Using CORI
The Automatic Resource Selection task is becoming a crucial step when searching over a large number of distributed, heterogeneous resources. Indeed, resource selection improves search efficiency, reducing the costs of distributed search (search time, network bandwidth, computation, and so on), and can also improve search effectiveness, since it is supposed that after the selection the resources with no relevant documents are not queried, thus gaining in time and documents relevance.
Some approaches presented in the literature rely on short resource descriptions [17, 31] , a sort of content summary that usually includes the terms that appear in the resource and their document frequency; furthermore, it may include other simple information, such as the total number of documents (the resource dimension). Web resources and their corresponding search servers are usually non-cooperative, while all the approaches relying on the resource description require their cooperation in order to obtain content summary or information about the documents they index, such as term occurrence statistics. For this reason, query-based sampling techniques have been proposed for deriving content description approximations [5, 19] . These approaches use queries (called probe queries) to retrieve and download a relatively small set of documents (called the resource sample), representative of the topic covered by the resource; the resource sample is then used to build the content summary (the description or approximation of the resource) by extracting term occurrence statistics. In [6] it has been demonstrated that resource samples provide statistics quite representative of the statistics of the full resource. The resource description is then used to compute the resource score for each information resource, i.e. a measure of the relevance of a given resource to the query. The resource score establishes the relatedness of an information resource to a given user query.
CORI is one of the methods used in automatic resource selection to compute the resource score with respect to the query. In the following we describe an adapted version of the CORI resource selection method in case documents are represented via metadata records.
Consider the user query 
)
to the query , as follow:
where i s the number of values in the simple query
is computed for each value ! using the CORI algorithm [4, 7] :
where:
& is the weight of the term in the query; 
%
, i.e., the more a term occurs among the resources the less it is a discriminating term.
The belief ¢ ! 6 )¤ combines these two measures. Informally, a resource is more relevant if its approximation, computed by querybased sampling, contains many terms related to the original query, but if a query term occurs in many resources, this term is not a good one to discriminate between relevant and not relevant resources.
Finally, all the information resources 
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EXPERIMENTS
In this section we describe the data (documents and queries), the evaluation measures, and the experimental setup used to evaluate our approach.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP. The schema mapping task involves a target schema, and one source schema with its corresponding resource approximation. The experiments were performed on three different data sets:
-the OAI-DC collection 5 , which is an Open Archive Initiative collection containing more than . From now on we will call this data set OAI-RFC; and -the NGA collection, a sampled set of 864 records from the National Gallery of Arts, Washington D.C. 7 .
In the OAI-DC data set the documents are available in an XML schema (our source schema) with 21 attributes. As the target schema for this data set we used the NCSTRL bibliographic schema (the RFC 1807 Bibliographic Records Format), which has 29 attributes. The OAI-DC resource approximation was built by sending @ £ ¢ ¦ ¤ randomly generated probe queries and the number of records collected was § ¦ @ . In the OAI-RFC data set the documents are available in an XML schema (our source schema) with 29 attributes. As the target schema for this data set we used the OAI-DC schema. The OAI-RFC resource approximation was built by sending @ B @ £ © randomly generated probe queries and the number of records collected was
. In the NGA data set the documents are available in a schema manually built from the web site, and in a standard schema, manually derived from the previous one with simple rules. From now on, the former will be called NGA schema, the latter standard schema. The standard schema has 12 attributes, while the NGA schema has 14 attributes. We performed the experiments once considering the NGA schema as our source schema and the standard schema as our target schema, and once by inverting their roles. The resource approximation of NGA was built by sending @ £ § randomly generated probe queries and the number of records collected was7 , while the resource approximation of the collection using the standard schema was built by sending For each data set, a set of manually generated structured queries over the target schema of the form
have been submitted to the resource. These queries have been transformed into complex queries
, by relying on the attribute mappings obtained using the resource selection method CORI, as described in Section 3.
These mappings were computed in two different ways: one applying an on-line mapping and one with an off-line mapping method. In the former case the schema matching process is performed on the fly when the query is submitted to the resource; consequently, it is possible to obtain a mapping in the query ) for a given attribute ¢ different from the one obtained in the query for the same attribute 8 . In the off-line mapping, a training set of 10 queries have been used to compute off-line, a-priori of the searching process, the "best" mapping (if any) for each given target attribute. Essentially, for each training query, we compute the set of mappings with highest score. In this way, the mapping used for each attribute is the same for all the queries at search time.
Actually, for both on-line and off-line mapping, we performed a set of experiments where we selected once the best mapping found for each attribute (h 
EVALUATION METRICS.
For the evaluation of the effectiveness of the mapping method, we consider two metrics. First, for each query we count how many mappings are correct and report the average value (Table 1) .
Second, we evaluate the effectiveness of the query transformation process, i.e., given a target query
we evaluate the effectiveness of issuing the transformed complex query
, obtained by applying the mapping rules found.
To evaluate the results we compare them with the optimal results, obtained by submitting, for each query, the correspondent optimal query, i.e. the target query correctly transformed in the source query by using manually built mappings. Actually in querying the resource we proceed in two different ways:
1. we submit each complex query
and retrieve the first 2 results from the obtained score-based list; 2. we submit, for each complex query
to the resource, i.e., we search each attribute-value pair separately, and then we linearly combine the result lists obtained.
In both cases, the results obtained are the same. This means that our results are not affected by the search engine query mechanism used to retrieve the results from the resources.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
The results are reported in Tables 1-3. For each set of queries and each method, the average percentage of mappings correctly found, and the average recall, precision and F-Score are computed.
Concerning the percentage of correct mappings ( . Note that if, for instance, the target attribute year is mapped into the source attribute datestamp by means of the mapping rule found, but the right (manually identified) source attribute would be date, we consider this as a wrong mapping, even if date and datestamp are semantically the same. In Table 1 the percentage of mappings correctly found is computed as the average of the correct mapping percentage found for all the queries. Table 1 highlights a considerable difference in effectiveness between the two variants of the method we propose for learning schema mappings. Off-line mapping is clearly better than on-line mapping, and this was predictable since in the latter effectiveness depends on each query, while in the former it depends on the entire training set.
Applying on-line mapping over OAI-DC is not very effective (Table 2 ). This may be due to different reasons: a large collection and a small sample (about @ ¢ of the entire collection), which might not give a good resource approximation. Indeed, the OAI-DC resource is such that many query values are distributed in many different and sometimes unjustified source attributes, making the mapping process very difficult. For instance, we found out that the attribute "date" with value "1920" has been mapped into the attribute "source", maybe due to an erroneous metadata compilation by a librarian. By applying off-line mapping the results obtained for precision and recall are highly better.
Even if on-line mapping performs better if applied over NGA and OAI-RFC, the off-line mapping performance is always better ( Table 2) . The experiments with the NGA data set were also performed inverting the schemas, using standard as the source schema and NGA as the target schema. The results obtained are exactly the same as those reported in Table 2 for NGA.
Since the sample influences the quality of mappings (for the probe query randomness, and for the number and quality of the records retrieved in the sampling phase) we decided to perform an- Table 3 : Effectiveness of schema matching over over the 3 data sets, tested using the entire collection.
other set of experiments where the mappings were computed considering the entire collection instead of the sample. The results are reported in Table 3 , and comparing them with those obtained on the sample (Table 2) we can assert that: though on-line and off-line mappings performed on the entire collection are more effective than the one computed considering only the sample, they enormously slow down the matching phase, due to the large number of records to check for finding attribute mappings., and they are expensive, both in terms of computation time (and user time, in case of on-line mapping. ) We can conclude that the best way to apply this method for automatically learning the attribute mappings for query transformation when querying heterogeneous resources is the off-line mapping.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have proposed the use of the CORI resource selection framework to automate the generation of schema mappings and the transformation of queries over heterogeneous Digital Libraries. This approach allows transformation of a complex query over a target metadata schema into a complex query over a source metadata schema. To the best of our knowledge, a major novelty of this paper is the fact that our approach works directly on queries over the target schema and unlike other approaches it does not require instances of the target schema for the learning process.
We have chosen the CORI resource selection framework because, to the best of our knowledge, it is one of the most promising. As further research, we plan to evaluate other resource selection frameworks applied in schema matching, and compare the results with classical methods used in query transformation and schema matching.
The results in this paper will be employed in peer-to-peer networks, dynamic scenarios where peers can dynamically join and leave the network. In particular, in hierarchical peer-to-peer networks the subset of peers acting as directory services could apply our method to dynamically transform the query depending on the source schema of the resource(s) selected as relevant for the given query.
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